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In Ref. 1 we criticized the expression for the third-order 
induction nonadditivity used by Piecuch.~ Actually, Eq. (15) 
of Ref. 2 is correct and equivalent to Eqs. (51) and (53) of 
Ref. 1, provided that the wave functions used in Ref. 2 are 
real, which was tacitly assumed by Piecuch.“ Therefore, the 
criticism of the numerical results reported in Ref. 3 is not 
.correct. The fact that our criticism of the work of Piecuch is 
unwarranted has also been pointed out in Refs. 4 and 5. We 
thank P. Piecuch and K. Szalewicz for a useful correspon­
dence on this subject.
In the expression for the induction-dispersion nonaddi-
tivity, Eq. (48) of Ref. 1, the quadratic response function 
n " : "r| ( - / o j , 0) should be replaced by 1 1 ' 1 r'2'’ ( — /a>,0).
| V '  V J  /X|/A2M '
In translating this expression to the orbital basis in the ran­
dom phase approximation (RPA) we overlooked contri­
butions from the RPA amplitudes ( V „)“ = d““1 (V n)ral , de­
fined via the (Vn)ar amplitudes of Ref. 1, where 
dua\= d" \  = 4 [ ( A — B)~ ' ] /Y. a , and the matrices A and Br r  | aa  ( L j i c i j  ¡a f ’
are defined as in Ref. 6. The final expression for E ^ l di in 
the random-phase approximation, Eq. (A 10) of Ref. 1, 
should read:
&i™-di,n=-  3 2 2  ( (Cc )b,(n \m )[v” l( V J Ï - v 'U V m ) l V ( u * + < * m )  + n 2n 2 (Cç)hA n \m )(n \m ')mm t
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n  m m '  1 1
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where for convenience we introduced the RPA
integrals ( * M  =  ( and the 
nominators « » ) ( « , , +  «tt(I)(«Uy +  coj, ) ] ' 1 and
Finally, we want to note that the second and fourth terms 
in Eq. (Al l )  of Ref. 1 should have reversed signs, and that 
(he last four terms of Eq. (B3) should be multiplied by two,
rather than by four. We thank K. Szalewicz for pointing out 
to us the latter error.
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